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1 ho advent of triaxial, piezoelectric force gages and the associated signal processing has opened
the door to several dynamics testing innovations. This new technology is hcing applied in the
CASSINI and other spacecraft prograrrls that JPL manages for NASA, wittl considerable
international participation. 1 hcse applications of force rrteasurements have generated a numk)c!r of
analytical developments ancj topics for furttler research.
Force limiting is a proven application. Shaker iriput forces and moments are nc)w routinely
measured and controlled in JF’1 randon) vibration tests. Inflight, aerospace equipnrent niounted on
lightweight structure, acts like a vibration absorber and generates a large reaction force to
reduce ttte input ntotion at antiresonance freclucncies. L irniting the input force in the vibration test
to that predicted for flight minimizes overtesting and cwerdesign. New analytical tcchnic~ues for
predicting ir)flight force Iinlits from structural impedance and modal effective nlass have been
developed.
Base-drive and acoustic modal testing is a potential application. Modal inforn)ation recovered
from base-drive and acoustic tests of tile CASSINI spacecraft, nlounted on a clynanlic force gage
system, will be evaluated against ttlat obtained in the conventional fixed-base mc)clal test of the
spacecraft structural model to see if a separate nlodal test can be eliminated in future
spacecraft programs. Flelevant experience in the international community is solicited.
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For lightweight aerospace structures, tt]e mechanical impedance of payloacis and of ttle
mounting structure are typically comparable so that the vibration of the combincci structure and
load involves n)ocfest interface forces and responses. Most of the high arrlplificatiori resonances
and mechanical failures in conventional vibration tests are test artifacts associated witt”r tt e
essentially infinite mechanical impedance and unlimited force capability of the shaker. With a
recently developed vibration testing technique [1],
these artificial failures and the related
overdesign penalties are eliminated by Iimitir)g the vibratory force in ttle test to that predicted
for flight. Limiting the input force is in theory equivalent to Iinliting the load response, but force
limiting is less dependent on the details of ttle analytical models and is usually nlorc convenient.
ALso, critical response locations are ofterl numerous and not accessible.
Implementation of force limited vibration testing requires: derivation of a force specification
(analogous to that for acceleration), vibration test fixturing to accommodate force sensors, and
shaker operation with dual control of both acceleration and force.
Equation 1, which may be derived frorr) Nc]rton’s and _fhevenin’s equivalent electrical circuit
theorems, provides a theoretical basis for dual control of vibration tests
1= AIAo+.FIFo

(1)

Equation 1 is exact but difficult to apply because the terms on ttle right hanci side are compicx
and complicated functions of frequency. (1 hroughout the paper, boldface type indicates a
complex quantity. ) 1 he phase of the inputs and the impedances would be difficult to determine,
and also phase cannot be specified with currently available vibration test controllers.
An alternative, approximate formulation for the control of vibration tests is provicied k]y the
following extremal equations:
A1/lAsl s 1 and lF1/lFslsl
(2)
In Fq. 2, tt)e free acceleration and blocked force of Fq. 1 are replaced by specifications wttich
envelope the irlterface acceleration and force in ttle couplecl system. With extrernal control, the
shaker current is adjusted in each narrow frequency band so that the larger of ttle two ratios in
Eq, 2 is equal to unity. At frequencies other than the test item resonances, the acceleration
specification usually controls the test level; at the resonances, the base reaction force increases
and the force specification Iintits the input.
Most vibration controllers have ttle capability for extremal control, but older cc)ntrollers allow
only one reference specification. To irrtplernent ckml control in this case, a filter nlust bc used t o
scale the shaker force feeciback signal to an ecluivalent acceleration. New controllers allow
separate specifications for Iirrlit channels, so E q, 2 nlay be directly irnplenlentecl. F orce limiting
has been used primarily for random vibration tests, but tllo aF)plication to swept sine tests is
also practical and beneficial.
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There are virtually no flight data anti Iit[le system test data on tl”le vibratory forces at mounting
structure and test item interfaces. Currently force Iirrlits for vibration tests are therefore
calculated using analytic:il or measured structural impedances cjf the nlounting structure ancl the
test items, together witkl the ccmventiorlal irlterface acceleration specification. Fierein an irriproved
“frequency shift” rnethocl of calculating the force limits is described ancl applied to a simple two-

degree-of-freedom system (l DFS). The two oscillators shown in the upper right-hand corner of
Fig. 1 represent coupled resonant modes of the source and load, so the oscillator nlasses are
equivalent to modal masses of the distributed systems.
For both the flight configuration with a coupled source and load and the vibration test
configuration with an isolated load, ttle interface force spectral density is related to ttlc interface
acceleration spectral density as
S,,(w) = IM,(w)12

SAA(W)

(3)

The load dynamic mass is a frequency response function (FF{F) which includes mass, damping,
and stiffness effects. 1 he frequency dependence is shown explicitly in Ec]. 3 to emphasize that the
relation between force and acceleration applies at each frequency.
For white noise base motion or external force excitation of the coupled system in Fig, 1, the
interface acceleration and force spectral densities both peak at the san!e frequencies, i.e. the
coupled system natural frequencies. The load dynamic mass, evaluated at one of these natural
frequencies, may be interpreted as the ratio of the force spectral peak to the acceleration
spectral peak at that natural frecluency.
1 he frequency shift method of deriving force specifications consists of mLjltiPIYirKl ttle
conventional acceleration specification, which is assumed to properly envelope tlm acceleration
spectral peaks, by the load dynamic mass, evaluated at a coupled system resonance frequency.
A central point of the rnettlod is that the load dynamic rr)ass must be evaluated at ttle coupled
system, or shifted, resonance frequencies, 1 he values of the load dynamic n-lass at the coupled
SyStenl resonance frequencies are considerably less than the peak value at the load uncoupled
resonance frequency.
Two-Decrree-of-F reedo&Sysiem E-x.~~le.
As an example of the frequency shift nlethod, the force limit is calculated for the 1 LIFS in Fig. 1
with different masses of the source and the load oscillators. The maximum response of \he
load and therefore the niaxintum interlace fc)rce occur when the uncoupled resonance frequency
of the load equals that of the source [2’]. F or ttlis case, the characteristic equation is that of a
classical dvnamic absorber (3]:
(w/wO)’ z l+(r71,/nil)/2 ~ [(n12/m, )+ (rn,/nl, )2/4)]05

(4)

1 he ratio of the interface force to acceleration spectral densities, calculated as irl E cl. 3 fronl I he
magnitude squared of the Ioacl dynarrlic nlass, is
SF, /(SAA m,’) = [1+( W/wO)’ /Q,z] /{[1-( W/wO)*]’ + (w/wo)2/Q,’}

(5)

lhe force spectral density, normalized by the load mass sc}uared and by the acceleration
spectral clensity, at the two couplecl systenl resonances is ot)tained by combining E CIS. 4 and 5.
For this T DF S the normalized force is just slightly larger at ttle lower resonance frequency of E q.
4. The maximum normalized force spectral density, obtained by evaluating Lq. 5 at the lower
resonar!ce frequency from E q, 4, is plottecl against the ratio of load to source niass for ttlree
values of Q2 in Fig. 1.
kl Fig. 1, for very snlall (0,0001) values of the ratio of Ioacl to source nlass, tt-rc! load has little
effect on the source, and the n-raxirnurri normalized force approaches (2 squared, For larger
KitiOS of the masses, the rrraxirnurrl force is smaller kJC!CaUSC! of the vibration absorbc!r effect a t
the load resonance frequency.

—

Use of Fig. 1 to define force specifications requires that the oscillator masses in Fig. 1 be
interpreted as effective masses of the distributed source and load system, which masses vary
with frequency. It has proven convenient to define the nlasses in one-third octave frequency
bands. In most previous force limited vibration tests the effective masses have been taken as
the smoothed FRF’s of the ratio of drive point force to acceleration as measured with a shaker
or an impact hammer. This smoothing is defined by geometric averaging in the frequency domain,
and the result is synonymous with what is sometimes called the critically damped, asymptotic, clr
skeleton FF{F’s. Alternately, using the results of finite-element-model (F EM) analyses, the masses m
Fig. 1 have been taken as the suitably normalized [4] residual masses, i.e. the sum of the masses
of all modes with resonance frequencies in anti above the excitation frequency banci. Applicatic, n
of the frequency shift method to a more complex TDFS model, with both modal and residual
masses, is described in [1].
Application @_CASSINi SPacQCLaMIWnslr400-eM
The German Aerospace Flesearch Establishment in Berlin GFI conducted the vibration qualification
tests of the Cosmic Dust Analyzer (CLJA) instrument being developed jointly with the Max F’lanck
Institute in Heidelberg GR for the CASSINI spacecraft being integrated by the Jet F’repulsion
Laboratory for NASA. The shaker force limiting technique, described herein was used in the
vibration tests of the prototype CDA in Fig. 2 and for most other instruments on the CASSINI
spacecraft [5]. The CASSINI spacecraft is shown nlounted for a system vibration test in F ig. 3.
In force limited vibration tests, the acceleration input to the instrument under test is
automatically notched at the equipment resonances by limiting the shaker forces to values
predicted for flight. Ideally, the acceleration and force specifications use(i in the tests WOUld
envelope the peaks in the spacecraft/in strurrlerit interface environment during tile launch, with a
desired test margin. F{owever, since interface acceleration data are not often available at the
time of the instrument vibration tests, the acceleration specification is usuaily scaied from
previously obtained flight or system test data. Since no flight data and little systerr] test data on
the interface forces are available, force limits are usualiy derived from measurements of the
mounting structure mechanical impedance (apparent weight) and two-degree-of -freeciom nlodels
described herein and in [1]. Interface force data were measured during acoustic tests of the
CASSINI spacecraft L)evelopnlent 7 est Model (L)l M), and that data provided verification of the
force limit prediction methods used for ttle CDA [6].
In the CDA tests, which were conducted in three perpendicular axes, force limiting was useci in
both tile sine and the random vibration tests. The 16 Kg CDA prototype instrument, which is
also the flight spare, was mounted on four medium sized triaxiai force gages using an aluminurrl
adapter ring which weighed 0.6 Kg, see Fig.?. In every case ttle total force, the sum fronr the
four gages, in the direction of shake was limited to the predicted fright values. F ixlure and
procedure checkout was accomplishcci with a mass simulator of the CDA. [n the random
vibration tests, force limiting was used to notch the acceleration in real-time using the extremal
(peak) control mode. Since the controller used did not support inciependent reference
specifications for iimit channels, a flat force limit was used, and scaled into a pseucio-accele ration
which the controller compared wittl the acceleration reference .spectrunl. This technique has been
used in r?lany force iimited random vibration tests and worked well in the CDA tests. In the sine
vibration tests of the CL)A, the n]easured force was compared off-line to tile calculateci fc, rce
limits and to the equivalent rigid body acceleration design Iinlits, and manual notching was
utilized. Marrual notching was used because of the absence of the automatic notctlirrg feature irl
ttle controller and insufficierd experience with the scaled pseudo-acceleration control ir~
conjunction with the fast, six octave per nlinute, sweep rate.

.

Both the sine and random vibration tests of tile CDA prototype instrunlent in three axes wer(?
successfully completed in three working days. Notches between six and twelve dB resulted at the
CDA resonance frequencies onthe shaker. ~here was a general consensus among those present
at the test that these notches, necessary to avoid overtesting, were essential to the completion
of the test without damage to the CDA unit.
Figure 4a and 4b show the input force and control acceleration in a lateral random vibration test
of the CDA instrument mass simulator. Ihe data in Figs,4 were measured in low level (15 dB
down from full level) tests conducted to verify the force limits and acceleration input notching;
Fig. 4a is without force limiting and Fig, 4b is ~ force Iirniting, As previously mentioned, ttle
force signal and limit are scaled into a psuedoaccelcration acceleration to accommodate the
controller, which did not support specification of response limit spectra. Comparison of Figs. 4 a
and 4b show that force limiting reduced the input force, control acceleration, and response
about 10 dE\ at the fundamental resonance of 93 Hz.
BASE-DRIVE AND ACOUSTIC MODAL. 7 E“Sl ING
In future spacecraft programs, there will probably be less system testing in order to reduce cost
and schedule. It is anticipated that the traditional separate vibration qualification, modal, and
acoustic tests may be replaced by a single test, In this case, it is important to obtain as mu(:tl
information as possible from the one test. JPL has been experimenting to determine the added
value of measuring the base reaction forces in all three types of these tests. Iriaxial force gages
are mounted under the test item, as in the Ct3A instrument vibration test application discuss~d
previously, and a summing network is used to determine in real time the six resultarlt force and
moment components. In the case of a /ibration qualification test, or a base-drive modal test, the
force gages provide the effective mass of ttle test item modes [7]. In the case of a fixed-base
modal test, the force gages provide the reaction forces required for recently developed
substructuring models [8]. In the case of an acoustic test of a ground supported test item, the
measured reaction forces provide the natural frequencies of the lower order fixed-base modes.
Figure 3 is a schematic of the CASSINI spacecraft, vertical, random vibration test which will be
conducted in the fall of 1996. T-he spacecraft weighs approximately 5700 kg and stands about 9
m high mounted on the shaker. 1 he CASSINI spacecraft is being built by JPL for NASA with
considerable international participation, e.g. the t{uygens probe is being provided by F SA and the
high gain antenna by Italy. In the vibration test, a force ring incorporating eight triaxial force
gages will be located between ttre shaker head expander and the spacecraft adapter. 1 he
individual force gage signals will be combined in real time to provide the six resultant input forces
and moments, which will be controlled to flight limit values, A Iimitecl number of accelerometers
will be usecl to monitor the response of the critical spacecraft elements, This approach is
expected to be considerably simpler and less time consurr]ing thar) the traditional JF’L approach
which involved measuring and limiting ttle response with over a hundred accelerometers mounted
on the spacecraft.
The reaction force measurements in the CASSINI spacecraft vibration test will also be used to
obtain modal data for comparison with ttlat previously obtained in fixecl-base modal tests of the
spacecraft. Following the vibration test, an acoustic test will be conducted with the CASSINI
spacecraft still mountec{ on the force transducers, Acoustic tests of partial stack-ups of the
Development lest Model ([)1 M) of the CASSINI spacecraft have alreacly been conducted,
primarily to determine the random vibration input at instrument locations [6]. Figure 5 shows the
vertical reaction force measured irl one such acoutic test of a partial DTM stack-up wklich
weighed approximately 4100 knl. (The fuel mass simulators accounted for most of this weiglht.)
Major resonances at 60 tlz and 100 H7 are evident.

4

CONCLUSIONS
The advent of triaxial piezoelectric force transducers has lead to a number of innovations in
vibration and acoustic testing of aerospace hardware. The principal development is !Ile Iinliting of
shaker force to effectively control the source mechanical impedance in vibration tests. Secondary
developments are the determination of effective mass in base-drive modal tests, of boundaly
reactions in fixed-base modal tests, and of global mode resonance frequencies in acoustic tests.
There is great need for flight measurements of the vibratory forces at equipment and mountirg
structure interfaces to complement the existing acceleration data base and to validate this arid
other force limit prediction methods. Two programs are underway to obtain flight force data,
one for the space shuttle and one for an expendable launch vehicle.
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